Get started with Digital Dentistry today with Space Maintainers! **Speed, convenience and accuracy are only a few clicks away!**

**Precision through Digital Dentistry...**
From Space Maintainers

Accurate – Fast – Innovative – Cost-Effective

Visit us at [www.aurumgroup.com](http://www.aurumgroup.com)
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Experience the Magic of Digital Dentistry...

At Space Maintainers, we utilize the latest digital technologies to deliver superior accuracy, communication and convenience for removable orthodontics — from scan, design and model production to fabrication of final prosthesis.

Convenient Digital Models
• From your chairside intraoral scans (STL files) - or from your supplied physical orthodontic models, impressions, and bites!
• All records stored on our secure server.

High Precision Printed Models
• Printed from your digital 3D scan files.
• Totally flexible fabrication options.
• Have a select model segment printed — or a full set of work or study models, with or without a base.
• Physical models can be milled as needed.

View your digital records on-screen with Brightsquid Dental Link
• Highly intuitive software
• Specific data about the model, patient, etc. displayed.
• Zooming and panning with full 3D rotation
• Includes tooth, arch, and various diagnostic measurements.
• Capture and print any view using the convenient Snapshot Printing function.
• Integrates seamlessly with most leading dental practice management software systems

Ask us for details on getting Brightsquid installed at no charge today!

Tired of Storing Orthodontic Models and Records? Our exclusive Digital Orthodontics Records Package is the Perfect Answer!
• Accurate, organized and easy-to-understand.
• Provides for essential dental/legal requirements.
• Includes your preferred type of analysis and even include a Schwartz or Mixed Dentition Model Analysis if desired (nominal additional fee applies).
• Includes all the documentation you need for each case:
  o Digital full-colour Cephalometric Tracing.
  o Comprehensive Cephalometric Analysis Report.
  o Scans of your Orthodontic Study Models.

Communicate Securely with Secure-Mail
• Brightsquid’s compliant messaging system.
• Protect confidentiality of patient information.
• Works just like e-mail tools you are used to (and with your existing email address)
• Exchange prescriptions, photos and information securely with specialists, labs and peers.
• Meets compliance standards a t refuse of secure connections, encryption of data, back-ups, access logging and auditability.
• Attach files up to 500 MB per message.
• View, annotate and manipulate files.
• Unlimited storage.
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